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Used car market: Boon or bane
With the domestic passenger vehicle industry declining 2%YoY during 4QFY19 and posting a growth of 2.7% during FY19, talks of
double-digit growth in the used car market and its possible impact on new car sales have surfaced. Mahindra First Choice indicated
c.40-50%YoY growth in used cars during FY19, while the overall used car market grew c.10-12%. To better understand the
phenomenon, we interacted with experts in the industry and referred to publicly available used car database. While there is a lot of
excitement in the used car space, our interactions nowhere suggest that it is impacting new car sales. On the contrary, our
interactions suggest c.75% of used car trade-ins lead to a new car purchase eventually. And in absence of exchange / used car
platforms, the impact on new car sales (during a weak period) would be more severe.
Players like Cars24 have emerged as a new, popular medium to facilitate quick trade-in of old cars. We found this platform highly
convenient and an effective tool for price discovery. We experienced their service first-hand and compared the offered price to other
available trade-in formats in the market. They had a clear edge on both these fronts. Swift execution, convenience and better deals
are driving existing car owners to opt for such platforms, leading to a shift away from the unorganised segment (and C2C trades).
Vehicle Evaluation Quote
INR

Cars24

Maruti ‘True Value’ / Hyundai ‘Promise’ (OEM Platform)

Unorganised dealer

745,000

550,000

600,000

Note: Test vehicle was a c.2yr old Polo GT TSI with 20,000km. Current On-road price: INR 1,135,000

Evolution of Indian used car market
Customers’ awareness has been enhanced by new start-ups (Cars24,
OLXCashMyCar, etc.), through aggressive marketing campaigns highlighting
best-in-class price and service. This shift towards organised channel is helping
players like Mahindra First Choice post strong double-digit growth. However,
formalisation of Indian used car market is still in a nascent stage. To understand
the possible evolution, we analysed players like CarMax (US) and Manheim
Auctions (Europe/US). We are yet to meaningfully see independent car
certification (like CarMax) and a developed auction market in India (like
Manheim Auction). With a high-quality, thorough certification programme,
customers’ mindset will gradually change and they will become more
accommodating in buying and owning a pre-owned car. Only then can the likes
of Cars24 emerge as a much larger player like Manheim Auctions. Till such
time, used car platforms will continue as a boon for the new car market.

Replacement / exchange sales supporting new car sales

Weakness in new car sales

We also found that during periods of economic uncertainty, used to new car
ratio inches up, as new car buyers take a backseat and the share of exchange /
replacement either remains flat or increases. This replacement is pivotal to
support new car sales, the reason why MSIL setup ‘TrueValue’, Hyundai
‘Promise’, Toyota ‘Trust’, and so on. These company-run (but dealer operated)
programmes serve different purposes for different brands. While for mass
market brands like MSIL they help aid replacement and generate new car sales,
for brands like Toyota, they help expose the brand to a set of buyers who could
not have owned a Toyota in the first place, leading to creation of future
demand.

Today, weakness in domestic new car sales
can be attributed to multiple factors like
increase in vehicle prices (regulatory reasons,
commodities),
slowing rural
demand
(impacted by rural income), lack of new
model launches (refer exhibit 19) and impact
of shared-mobility on urban demand but the
growth in used car segment!
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Brief description about various selling options:


Customer to Customer (C2C): In case of an under-developed used car market, C2C
segment has a dominating share. In this option, sellers usually possess greater information
(about the upkeep / maintenance of the vehicle being sold) and as a result, control pricing
of the vehicle. Given the asymmetry of information between buyers and sellers, the
former are usually cautious and judge the quality / price of a used vehicle on the basis of
the seller’s reputation. This usually leads to under-performance of the used car market.



Unorganised / independent used car dealers: Unorganised dealers usually gain confidence
of buyers by eliminating subjective bias about the sellers while simultaneously easing the
purchase process. However, unorganised / independent dealers usually have limited
inventory with mostly uncertified cars without a warranty. While, independent dealers
increase the supply of used vehicles, reliability of these cars and ease of RC (registration
certificate) transfer remains a concern.



Semi-organised used car dealers (BrokerDalal, etc.): Dealers usually gain confidence of
buyers through certified vehicles, limited warranty, inspection checks and ability to
return/exchange vehicles. However, these programmes are usually not backed by OEMs.
As a result, the buyer’s level of confidence, although higher than independent dealers, is
still low.



Organised used car dealers (True Value, First Choice, etc.): With all benefits of semiorganised players, organised dealers are OEM-backed dealers providing more peace of
mind and ease of transaction. As a result, buyers’ confidence is the highest.

Exhibit 1. How used car channel works in India
Consumer (C2C)

Consumer

Option 2

Organised
&
Semi organised
&
Unorganised

Used car market

Trade-ins at new
car dealerships

Consumer (B2C)

While >95% of used car sales happen through either option 1 or option 2, a small portion of used cars from banks, insurance, taxi and
corporate fleet is sold to brokers either directly or through auctions.
Source: JM Financial, India Blue Book

Exhibit 2. How the used car channel is now evolving
Consumer (C2C)

Organised
&
Semi organised
&
Unorganised

Used car market
Consumer

Option 2

Trade-ins at new
car dealerships

Type 3.1

Type 3.2

Consumer
(B2C)

Type 3.3

Source: JM Financial, India Blue Book
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Types within option 3

Description



Type 3.1 (Carwale, etc.)



Online lead generators



Type 3.2 (Cars24, etc.)



Physical and digital presence



Type 3.3 (OLX Cash My Car, etc.)



Physical presence and in-house lead generation website

Why is there a sudden surge in Option-3? (Refer Exhibit 2)
There has been a sudden surge in the demand for option-3 owing to its distinct advantages.
Option 3 (like Cars24) is far Accessible, Convenient and Offers Best Value than traditional
channels.
Accessible – Physical stores (and digital presence)

Cars24 transacts
cars per month

12,000

With the used car market going online, it has become more convenient for
sellers / buyers to research pricing (sellers) and vehicle details online (buyers).
• Growth fuelled by easy access of vehicle information/reviews online: Family
and friends were the primary source of information for a car purchase, with
c.90% people referring to them. Now, online research is catching up fast with
almost 85% people referring to auto portals to gain product related
information.
• Almost 20% of customers use online portals for initiating their purchase now
(vs.0% in FY09)*.
Convenience and Best price
Aggressive marketing (print, television and digital) led by well-funded start-ups
like Cars24 is leading to customers opting for the new format which also
promises best-in-class service and price (Exhibit 3 and 4).

Source: Economic Times, May’19

Exhibit 3. Gaining customers’ confidence by promising the best price
(TV and digital marketing)

Exhibit 4. High customer convenience conveyed through print
advertisement

Source: Cars24, * India Blue Book

Source: Cars24
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How Cars24 offers the best price?
To understand this, we present below their simplified price discovery process:
•

Customer gets a sample range of resale price through the Cars24 website,
based upon the model year and kms run by the vehicle.

•

Customer takes the car to one of the physical outlets for inspection.

•

Cars24 evaluates the vehicle in 30minutes.

•

On the basis of the inspection report and product images, listed partners
(second hand car dealers / brokers across the state) bid for the car online.

•

Broker listed with Cars24 compete with each other to procure the vehicle,
thereby leading to a better price. Bidding closes in 30 minutes.

•

Customer is offered the price based on the highest bid.

•

Cars24 levies a service charge from both the seller and the buyer, depending
upon resale value of the vehicle
o

Resale value < INR100,000: Service charge INR1,000

o

Resale value INR100,000-500,000: Service charge INR3,000

o

Resale value > INR500,000: Service charge INR3,000

•

Payment to the customer is made within 24-48hrs. Cars24 also provides an
optional 1hr payment, for an additional charge of INR1,000.

•

Customer and Cars24 then sign documents and RTO transfer forms.

•

The car is transferred to a centralised warehouse before being delivered to
the bidder.

Cars24, Aggregator of brokers
Cars24 works like any new age start-up, like Uber / Ola (cab aggregator), Zomato / Swiggy
(aggregator of restaurants) and Airbnb / OYO (aggregator in hospitality segment). It brings
together used car dealers / brokers on a single platform, where they bid for products online.
The competition between dealers leads to a better price discovery.

Exhibit 5. Cars24 as another aggregator

Aggregator of restaurants

Cab aggregator

Aggregator in hospitality segment

Aggregator of used car dealers/brokers

Source: JM Financial
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How authentic are the claims made by Cars24?
To check the validity of claims made by Cars24, we visited a Cars24 outlet.
We used a 2017 model year 20,000 kms run VW Polo GT TSI as our test vehicle.
Exhibit 6. Current on-road price quote for POLO GT TSI; Sample range of resale price shown on Cars24

Source: JM Financial, Carwale, Cars24

The sample price range quoted an average resale value of 73% of the ex-showroom price
and 62% based on the on-road price. As the car was in immaculate condition, we were not
looking for anything less than the ‘excellent’ price bracket i.e. 83% of the ex-showroom and
71% of the on-road price.
The inspection and bidding process lasted an hour, 30mins each for inspection and the
bidding process. After an hour, Cars24 quoted a resale price of INR702,000 below our
expectation of INR775,000. The highest bid was based on 213 bidding dealers in
Maharashtra. A few days after the bidding process, we received a call from a Cars24 dealer
bettering the deal to INR745,000 and asking for our expectation. Effectively, we were almost
close to our expected price.

Depreciation of a vehicle is at its peak during the first
three years of purchase. When you are buying a used
car, you will obviously purchase it at a price which has
already gone under major depreciation.
A three year old MSIL car depreciates c.30%(of exshowroom price). For a five year old MSIL car
depreciation is c.50%

However, what surprised us the most was the price quoted for the same vehicle by the likes
of Maruti ‘True value’ / Hyundai ‘Promise’ and an unorganised player (exhibit 8). It turns out
that Cars24 indeed provides the best price and quick sale in the first visit.
Exhibit 7. Test vehicle (POLO GT TSI) at Cars24 post inspection

Source: JM Financial, Cars24

Exhibit 8. Price quote received by us at Cars24 (after bidding
Price quote

Cars24

Maruti ‘True Value’ / Hyundai ‘Promise’
(OEM Platform)

Unorganised dealer

INR

702,000-745,000

550,000

600,000

Source: JM Financial
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The price quoted by Cars24 was the highest followed by an unorganised player and Maruti
‘True value’ / Hyundai ‘Promise’. It seems that organised players provide you a relatively low
price point, due to:


Poor price discovery as only one bid is made against the car



Sharing of profits between the dealer and intermediary broker to dispose the car.

The bidding process used by Cars24 provides the best price in a single visit, the reason it is
pulling customers away from the traditional channel.

Shift from unorganised to organised dealers
Players like Cars24 have to ensure that brokers / dealers in the bidding process have good
credit quality to minimise risk. Also, for a start-up like Cars24, which is trying to expand its
operations, it makes sense to collaborate with big dealers, which are usually organised / semiorganised in nature. As a result, their bidding platform has high share of organised / semiorganised dealers vs. unorganised dealers.

Exhibit 9. Increasing share of organised and semi-organised players in India

FY11

FY17

FY19

Source: India Blue Book

Exhibit 10. Exchange sales a big driver for new car sales; Exchange penetration for MSIL
Year

Industry sales growth

MSIL domestic sales growth

Share of exchange sales for
MSIL

FY19

2.7%

5.3%

30%

FY15

3.9%

11.1%

30%

FY13

2.2%

4.4%

23%

FY10

25.7%

20.6%

17%

Source: JM Financial, Company, SIAM

How does the economic environment drive used car sales?
In US, rapid increase in used to new car ratio coincided with global financial crises,
highlighting the decline in new car buyers in the market.
During the early 2000s, dot com bubble burst led France and Germany into a recession
(along with US). In France, although both the used and new vehicle markets were close to
saturation, the new vehicle business has been shrinking after reaching a record high of
2.2mn units in 2001 (Used to new car ratio highlighted in the image on the right), while the
demand for used cars has remained high. Due to the weakness in economic situation in
France, consumer confidence was relatively modest, which may have favoured the used car

JM Financial Institutional Securities Limited
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business. – CCFA - Comité des Constructeurs Français d'Automobiles (France Automobile
Industry Body - like SIAM in India).

Exhibit 11. Movement of used to new car ratio over the years in US

Source: JM Financial

What is driving used car sales in India? Better price discovery for sellers and
increasing supply of quality (inspected) vehicles
During FY19, players like Mahindra First choice wheels highlighted c.40-50%YoY growth in
used cars. However, ratio of used-to-new car sales for India has been stable at 1.2. We
believe that the growth number highlighted by these players can be attributed to shift from
un-organised to organised driven by players like Cars24.
Used car market has been a supply constraint market, especially for certified used cars.
However, driven by players like Cars24, price discovery of used vehicle and selling a used
vehicle has become easier and faster. Also, inspection process deployed by the likes of
Cars24 has led to supply of quality vehicles going up in the market, which can be certified.

While used car market is usually a supply
constrained market, the plethora of
launches or facelifts have created a
phenomenon of “almost new cars”
turning up in the used vehicle pool –
Sunny Kataria, OLX
category), Nov’18

India

VP

(cars

As a result, car owners upgrading to new models or facelifts provide an opportunity for used
car buyers to pick relatively new used cars, driving demand for used cars up further.
Exhibit 12. Used-to-New car ratio for India has been stable over four years
Year

Used car sales (mn)

New car sales (mn)

Used car to new car ratio

FY19

4

3.4

1.2

FY17

3.6

3

1.2

FY16

3.3

2.8

1.2

Ratio in mature markets

2.5

Source: *JM Financial,^ India Blue Book

Around 60% of the supply of less than 2year old vehicles (6-8 lakh price range) is from metros, while only 50% demand is from
metros. Non-metro markets are driving demand for used car, while supply is coming from metros – Sunny Kataria, OLX India VP (cars
category), Nov’18
Based on work done by global research firms, top three reasons why a customer buys a
certified used car are:
1.

It is thoroughly inspected

2.

It comes with warranty and

3.

Ability to return vehicle (by few semi-organised players)

JM Financial Institutional Securities Limited
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Exhibit 13. Reasons for selecting a certified vehicle:

Source: CNW Marketing Research, Inc., Document 192: Consideration of used vehicle types/sources

Increasing financial penetration
During FY17-19, share of organised used car dealers increased from 15% to 18%. In the
same period financing penetration in the used car market increased from 15% to 17%.
Increase in organised dealership has been aiding financial penetration.
Exhibit 14. Increasing financial penetration in used car market
Year

Used car

New car

FY19

17%

75%

FY17

15%

73%

FY16

c.15%

65%

Source: JM Financial, India Blue Book

While financial penetration has increased for the used car market, interest rate differential
with new car continues to remain high. We believe that as players like Cars24 gain scale,
relatively cheaper financing will be available even to a used car customer. At a country level,
India is still way behind developed economies like US, where financing penetration for used
cars is c.75%.
Exhibit 15. Interest rate delta of used car financing with new car
Year

Used car interest rate higher by X bps vs. new car

FY19*

c.500bps

FY16

c.450-650bps

Source:* JM Financial, India Blue Book

Exhibit 16. Comparison of financing penetration between India and US
For 2018

Used car finance penetration

India

17%

US*

75%

Source: India Blue Boo, CIRP, adapted from CNW Marketing Research, Inc., DesRosiers 2005, * for 2005\
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Increase in used car sales impacting new cars?
Since c.75% of customers sell their car to upgrade to another car, used car market is unlikely
to impact the new car market in the medium term.
Exhibit 17. 75% of the customers sell their car to upgrade to another car

Source: India Blue Book

What is ailing the new car market?
We believe current auto slowdown is due to impact of shared mobility, slowdown in new
model launches and weakness in rural incomes (Exhibit 18).
Impact from shared mobility
In Apr’19, SIAM President during an interview highlighted that in urban areas, shared
mobility like cab services have resulted in slowdown in demand. Slowdown in urban areas
was also highlighted by MSIL during its 4QFY19 conference call. MSIL indicated that urban
sales during FY19 declined 2%YoY, while rural sales grew c.10%YoY.
The researchers also believe that emerging shared mobility solution, such as ride-hailing taxis, car sharing and bike-sharing, can delay or
prevent vehicle ownership among medium-income commuters – World Resource Institute (WRI), Jun’19
Weakness in rural income
During its 4QFY19 conference call, MSIL indicated slowdown in sales growth in rural areas
towards the latter half of the fiscal. While rural sales grew c.13% during 1HFY19, sales
growth slowed down to c.8%YoY during 2HFY19. We believe that rural demand is impacted
by weakness in rural income arising from lower farm (monsoon uncertainty, deflation in food
and beverages, weak price during the harvest period etc.) and non-farm income. Please refer
to our latest Rural Safari Note for more details on rural income (Rural Safari IX | Still on a
bumpy road).
Exhibit 18. Mandi price of crops at a discount to FY19 Kharif MSP – Low procurement reflected in weak pricing during harvest period

Source: JM Financial
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Slowdown in new model launches
Pace of new model launches in high volume segments have slowed down during FY18-19.
While FY17 saw a total of 7 model launches in high volume segments, FY18 and FY19
together saw a total of 7 model launches in high volume segment.
During FY19, new model sales grew c.5.8% YoY vs. c.16%YoY growth during FY17 (exhibit
19). We believe that lower growth in new models is largely because OEMs are preparing for
BS6 transition. However, the current growth in new model sales is largely supported by a
buoyant used car market (created by players like Cars24) allowing customers to easily
upgrade to a new model. We believe that in absence of a buoyant used car market, new car
sales growth would have been much lower. Going ahead into festival season starting Sep’19,
new model launches by OEMs and BS6 pre-buy will aid PV sales growth.
Exhibit 19. Declining sales growth from new models during FY19.
(‘000 units)
FY12
FY13
FY14
Domestic PV sales
2,630
2,686
2,504
Overall PV growth YoY (%)
5.1
2.2
-6.8
Sales growth attributed to new models (%)
3.5
10.5
Sales growth in existing models (%)
-1.3
-17.3

FY15
2,601
3.9
13.7
-9.8

FY16
2,789
7.2
14.3
-7.1

FY17
3,047
9.2
16.3
-7.1

FY18
3,289
7.9
5.5
2.5

FY19
3,377
2.7
5.8
-3.1

Source: JM Financial, SIAM

New launches by carmakers such as Toyota (Glanza), Hyundai (SUV Venue), Kia (SUV Seltos), MG Motor (Hector) will help excite consumer
sentiments. – N Raja, Deputy Managing Director (Sales & Marketing), TKM, Jun’19

Impact of used car market on OEMs and dealers
Impact on OEMs:
1.

Supports exchange sales: A buoyant used car market leads to better price discovery (as
highlighted in buyer’s preference). A higher residual value of a used car helps trade-ins
(exchange sales) and eases the pressure on OEMs to offer incentives to stimulate new car
demand.

2.

Loyalty: A satisfied used car buyer is more like to buy his new car from the same OEM.

Impact on dealerships:
1.

Increases profitability of dealerships: A dealership selling new vehicle in exchange for a
relatively new used car, improves its margin.

2.

During an environment with declining new car sales, dealer profitability in used car
increases vis-à-vis new car segment.

Way ahead for used car market
Given the small scale of operations of players like Cars24, they have to ensure that brokers /
dealers in the bidding process have good credit quality to minimise risk. Also, for a start-up
like Cars24, which is trying to expand its operations, it makes sense to collaborate with big
dealers, which are usually organised / semi-organised in nature. As a result, their bidding
platform has high share of organised / semi-organised dealers vs. unorganised dealers.
However, as players like Cars24 gain scale they will have to increase share of qualified
unorganised dealers in their bidding process. As a result, unorganised dealers will be able to
compete with organised and semi-organised dealers. This phenomenon is witnessed globally.
Higher share of independent dealers in US vis-à-vis other countries (exhibit 20) is largely due
to a developed and open auction market (Manheim Auctions etc.)

JM Financial Institutional Securities Limited
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Exhibit 20. Higher share of independent (unorganised) dealer in US vis-à-vis other countries

Source: As on 2005, CIRP, adapted from various sources, including CNW Marketing Research, Inc. (U.S.), DesRosiers (Canada) and Datamonitor (France, Germany, Italy, Spain and United Kingdom) Franchised

dealers are organised dealer; Independent dealers are unorganized dealers; In developed markets, concept of semi-organised is not applicable.

Manheim Auctions
Manheim is the world's largest wholesale auto auction based on trade volume with 145
auctions located in North America, Europe, Asia and Australia. It brings together sellers and
volume buyers of used vehicles that include automotive dealerships, banks, car rental
agencies, car manufacturers and government agencies. Manheim Auctions offers a mix of live
auction and online sales for transacting at physical and mobile auction locations as well as
dealer lots.

Manheim Auction – A total of 2,300
cars were sold within 30 seconds
--WIRED, Sep’15

Exhibit 21. Basic information about Manheim Auctions

Source: Company, JM Financial

Exhibit 22. Scale of operation of Manheim Auctions

Source: Company, JM Financial, 1,3 – Manheim.com Sales data, as of Dec 2016, 2- Manheim Fact Sheet
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Exhibit 23. How Manheim Auctions works on the seller side

Source: Company

Exhibit 24. Scene from one of the Auctions at Manheim – Vehicles entering various lanes (crowded with buyers) for bidding

Source: Company



Semi-organised players becoming more organised: With development of independent
certification programme for unorganised / semi-organised players there may be an
increase in the organised space to include non-manufacturer associated dealers. A similar
example on global scale is Carmax.

CarMax
In the latter half of the 1990s, a distinct business model for used sales appeared in the
United States, started by CarMax. This model was built around no-haggle pricing, a nopressure atmosphere in the store, and a large selection of reconditioned, high-quality
cars, which offered customers a certain level of security by providing inspections and
warranties.

CarMax has c.200 stores in US. It sold
c.720,000 certified used cars during
FY18 (ending 28Feb’18).

CarMax reconditions every used vehicle retailed to meet its Quality Certified standards.
Each vehicle passes an inspection before being offered for sale. CarMax also offers a 5day, money-back guarantee and at least a 30-day limited warranty. CarMax Quality
Certified standards were developed internally by CarMax and are not affiliated with any
third party or OEM program.
CarMax also purchases used vehicles from customers and other sources. It evaluates
customers’ vehicle free of charge and makes a written, guaranteed offer to buy that
vehicle regardless of whether the owner is purchasing a vehicle from CarMax. This offer is
good for seven days. Based on age, mileage or condition, fewer than half of the vehicles
acquired through CarMax in-store appraisal process meets it retail standards. Those
vehicles that do not meet its retail standards are sold to licensed dealers through its onsite wholesale auctions. Unlike other auto auctions, CarMax owns all the vehicles that it
JM Financial Institutional Securities Limited
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sells in the auctions. As of FY18, CarMax conducted wholesale auctions at 73 of its 188
stores. During FY18, CarMax sold c.0.4mn vehicles through these on-site auctions.

Exhibit 25. Used cars at CarMax are CarMax certified and not certified by an OEM.

Source: CarMax

Exhibit 26. Convenient buying option at CarMax

Source: CarMax

Conclusion
While talks of double-digit growth in used car market impacting new car sales have surfaced,
our analysis suggest that c.75% of used car trade-ins lead to a new car purchase. Also, a
stable used to new car ratio does not point to an impact on new car sales. The Indian used
car market also faces financial constraint. Current finance penetration in used car space
stands c.17% much lower than new car finance penetration (c.75%). Financing rate for a
used car is almost 500bps costlier than a new car.
Formalisation of Indian used car market is still in a nascent stage and is in the process of
adopting international best practices. We are yet to see adoption of independent certification
and development of a large scale auction market. Today, players like Cars24 transact
c.150,000 used car annually, a small fraction of global used car players. We believe there are
still miles to go before the used car phenomenon takes over and starts clouding the outlook
for new vehicle sales.
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